TECH- RIDER for LIVE Sand Art show :We carry up the major Requirements like (if mentioned):For LIVE Shows n shoots:
1. SetUp,
2. Sand Art BOX,
3. Full HD Camera,
4. Overhead Camera Stand
5. Music (if necessary)
6. Lights in the box
7.Sand and other necessities
8. Acrylic Sheets ,etc. will be carried .

Necessary Requirements from the Client side:1. Power input near the Table.
2.RC to RC Camera (Video) cable from Camera to projector should be near the Table placed (cable image attached) * Important
3 Table with Covering and Masking Dimension :(5x 3 x 3 - [l x b x h] in ft. approx non shaky)
4.Console Masking of the complete Table (1 ft. above the height of the table like DJ Masking)
5. Projector and Screen or LEDs
6. Glass Bowl for Sand
(Pls. Contact in case of any confusion)
Famous Sand Art theme acts :

1.Lovestory
2.Wedding Theme
3.Customized act is also possible (Around 8 to 12 min.)
4. Colors of India

Travelling:Name: Kaushik Bose, Prashant Oberoi
Place travelling from : Mumbai/Kolkata
*Hotel Accommodation and Flights is from the Client side.
*Green Room is to be provided backstage.

General Terms:
Please note that:QUOTATION: Price and details may vary as per the dates availability and number of events.
ADVANCE: 50 % Advance is required to confirm blocking the event dates and the balance needs to be cleared at least 2 days prior to the event.
EXCESS BAGGAGE: In case if there is an Excess Baggage Allowance that will be paid from the client side (As we carry our own Light Box and Tripod etc.).
Voice Over: For the VO (Voice Over) in certain events the Client has to inform prior to the event to arrange which is to be done LIVE during the event by the MC or
Anchor
CANCELLATION: After confirmed event, if an act is been cancelled the Artist is supposed to get the full 100% payment if uninformed prior to one week. If the
confirmed event is been cancelled from the client side, 50 % of the advance remains with the artist and a promise note is given to do the same event within a period
of 3 months with the remaining 50% payment due. The client has to take care of the travelling and other financial losses to the artist.
RETURN OF ADVANCES: There is a very less probability of this but, we'll have to return the advances to the client if we are forced to cancel the act for event in case
of any unavoidable circumstances or emergency issues or whether troubles or travel related issues in an confirmed event.
FINAL CONTENT: Creative contents are finally to be decided by the artist.
Guidelines
*In case if there is an Excess Baggage Allowance, that will be paid from the client side (As we carry our own Light Box and Tripod etc.).
*For the VO (Voice Over ) in certain events the Client has to inform prior to the event to arrange which is to be done LIVE during the event by the MC or Anchor
*If the confirmed event is been cancelled from the client side, client has to take care of the travelling and other financial losses to the artist has to go through as per other events
might be affected with the change in schedule.
Themes and Story can be Customized and We prepare the Music (if necessary and informed prior to the event).

